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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a scroll com-
pressor.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] A scroll compressor includes a fixed scroll fixed
inside a housing and an orbiting scroll orbiting about the
fixed scroll. The fixed scroll includes a fixed base and a
fixed spiral wall extending from the fixed base. The or-
biting scroll includes an orbiting base and an orbiting spi-
ral wall extending from the orbiting base. The fixed spiral
wall and the orbiting spiral wall are engaged with each
other to define a compression chamber. The orbiting
movement of the orbiting scroll reduces the volume of
the compression chamber and compresses fluid (such
as refrigerant).
[0003] The fixed spiral wall and the orbiting spiral wall
of such a scroll compressor may each extend along an
involute curve. Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication
No. 07-35058 discloses an example of the scroll com-
pressor. The fixed spiral wall and the orbiting spiral wall
each include a first portion that extends along a corrected
curve and a second portion that is continuous with the
first portion and extends along an involute curve. The
corrected curve is an involute curve corrected with a cor-
rection coefficient. The second portion is located outward
from the first portion and extends over a single winding
of the spiral wall. The first portion has a varying wall thick-
ness and the second portion has a constant wall thick-
ness.
[0004] The fixed spiral wall and the orbiting spiral wall
each include a first end located toward the center. The
correction coefficient is set so that in the vicinity of the
first end, the distance from a base circle of the involute
curve to the corrected curve is shorter than the distance
from the center of the base circle of the involute curve to
the involute curve. This increases the wall thickness at
a location where the pressure of the compression cham-
ber is high immediately before the fluid is discharged and
thereby improves the durability.
[0005] The compressing force of the scroll compressor
changes greatly immediately before refrigerant is dis-
charged out of the high-pressure compression chamber,
that is, immediately before compression is completed
and thereby generates vibration. The scroll compressor
disclosed in Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication No.
07-35058 sets the wall thickness of the spiral walls to
withstand the high pressure immediately before com-
pression is completed. However, no measures are taken
against the vibration generated immediately before com-
pression is completed.

SUMMARY

[0006] This Summary is provided to introduce a selec-
tion of concepts in a simplified form that are further de-
scribed below in the Detailed Description. This Summary
is not intended to identify key features or essential fea-
tures of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to
be used as an aid in determining the scope of the claimed
subject matter.
[0007] It is an object of the present disclosure to pro-
vide a scroll compressor that reduces vibration resulting
from a change in compressing force.
[0008] According to one aspect of the present disclo-
sure, a scroll compressor includes a fixed scroll and an
orbiting scroll. The fixed scroll includes a fixed base and
a fixed spiral wall extending from the fixed base. The
orbiting scroll includes an orbiting base, which is opposed
to the fixed base, and an orbiting spiral wall, which ex-
tends from the orbiting base toward the fixed base and
is engaged with the fixed spiral wall. The fixed scroll and
the orbiting scroll are configured to cooperate to form a
compression chamber. The scroll compressor is config-
ured to compress fluid in the compression chamber when
the orbiting scroll orbits. The fixed spiral wall extends
along an involute curve. The involute curve of the fixed
spiral wall has a base circle with a center referred to as
a fixed base circle center. The orbiting spiral wall extends
along an involute curve. The involute curve of the orbiting
spiral wall has a base circle with a center referred to as
an orbiting base circle center. The fixed base circle center
and the orbiting base circle center lie along a straight line
referred to as a radial direction line. The fixed spiral wall
and the orbiting spiral wall come into contact with each
other or are proximate to each other at a location referred
to as a formation point. The fixed spiral wall and the or-
biting spiral wall are configured to form the compression
chamber when in contact with each other or located prox-
imate to each other at the formation point. The radial
direction line and the formation point are spaced apart
by a distance referred to as a formation point distance.
The fixed spiral wall has an inner circumferential surface
including an arcuate portion continuous with a distal end
of the fixed spiral wall. An orbiting angle of the orbiting
scroll when the compression chamber is formed and
compression of fluid is initiated is referred to as an orbiting
initiation angle. An orbiting angle of the orbiting scroll
when the compression of the fluid is completed is referred
to as an orbiting termination angle. An orbiting angle of
the orbiting scroll when an end of the orbiting spiral wall
initiates contact with the arcuate portion of the fixed spiral
wall before compression is completed is referred to as a
distal end contact initiation angle. In a range from the
orbiting initiation angle to the orbiting termination angle,
the formation point distance is the maximum in at least
one of a plurality of orbiting angles obtained by subtract-
ing integer multiples of 360° from an orbiting angle in a
range from the distal end contact initiation angle to the
orbiting termination angle.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009]

Fig. 1 is a cross-sectional view showing a scroll com-
pressor according to one embodiment;
Fig. 2 is a diagram showing a fixed spiral wall and
an orbiting spiral wall in the scroll compressor of Fig.
1;
Fig. 3 is an enlarged view showing a first end and
an arcuate portion of each of the fixed spiral wall and
the orbiting spiral wall;
Fig. 4 is a diagram showing contact of the fixed spiral
wall with the orbiting spiral wall, varying portions, and
a formation point distance;
Fig. 5 is a diagram showing the fixed spiral wall and
the orbiting spiral wall at a point where compression
is completed;
Fig. 6 is a diagram showing a central compression
chamber;
Fig. 7 is a graph showing the relationship between
the orbiting angle and the formation point distance;
Fig. 8 is a graph showing the relationship between
the orbiting angle and the compressing force; and
Fig. 9 is a diagram showing a fixed spiral wall and
an orbiting spiral wall in a comparative example.

[0010] Throughout the drawings and the detailed de-
scription, the same reference numerals refer to the same
elements. The drawings may not be to scale, and the
relative size, proportions, and depiction of elements in
the drawings may be exaggerated for clarity, illustration,
and convenience.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] The following detailed description is provided
to assist the reader in gaining a comprehensive under-
standing of the methods, apparatuses, and/or systems
described herein. However, various changes, modifica-
tions, and equivalents of the methods, apparatuses,
and/or systems described herein will be apparent to one
of ordinary skill in the art. The sequences of operations
described herein are merely examples, and are not lim-
ited to those set forth herein, but may be changed as will
be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art, with the
exception of operations necessarily occurring in a certain
order. Also, descriptions of functions and constructions
that are well known to one of ordinary skill in the art may
be omitted for increased clarity and conciseness.
[0012] The features described herein may be embod-
ied in different forms, and are not to be construed as
being limited to the examples described herein. Rather,
the examples described herein have been provided so
that this disclosure will be thorough and complete, and
will convey the full scope of the disclosure to one of or-
dinary skill in the art.
[0013] A scroll compressor according to one embodi-

ment will now be described with reference to the draw-
ings.
[0014] As shown in Fig. 1, a scroll compressor 10 in-
cludes a housing 11 that has a suction inlet 11a through
which fluid is drawn and a discharge outlet 11b through
which fluid is discharged. The housing 11 is substantially
cylindrical in its entirety. The housing 11 includes two
cylindrical parts 12 and 13, namely, a first part 12 and a
second part 13 that are joined with their open ends in
abutment with each other. The suction inlet 11a is ar-
ranged in a circumferential wall 12a of the first part 12.
Specifically, the suction inlet 11a extends through the
circumferential wall 12a near an end wall 12b of the first
part 12. The discharge outlet 11b extends through an
end wall 13a of the second part 13.
[0015] The scroll compressor 10 includes a rotation
shaft 14, a compression unit 15, and an electric motor
16. The compression unit 15 compresses the fluid drawn
from the suction inlet 11a and discharges the com-
pressed fluid out of the discharge outlet 11b. The electric
motor 16 drives the compression unit 15. The rotation
shaft 14, the compression unit 15, and the electric motor
16 are accommodated in the housing 11. The electric
motor 16 is arranged near the suction inlet 11a inside the
housing 11, and the compression unit 15 is arranged near
the discharge outlet 11b inside the housing 11.
[0016] The rotation shaft 14 is rotationally accommo-
dated in the housing 11. Specifically, the housing 11 in-
cludes a shaft support 21 that supports the rotation shaft
14. The shaft support 21 is, for example, fixed to the
housing 11 between the compression unit 15 and the
electric motor 16. The shaft support 21 includes an in-
sertion hole 23 through which the rotation shaft 14 is in-
serted. A first bearing 22 is arranged in the insertion hole
23. Further, the shaft support 21 is opposed to the end
wall 12b of the first part 12. A cylindrical boss 24 projects
from the end wall 12b. A second bearing 25 is arranged
inside the boss 24. The rotation shaft 14 is rotationally
supported by the bearings 22 and 25.
[0017] The compression unit 15 includes a fixed scroll
31 fixed to the housing 11 and an orbiting scroll 32 con-
figured to move about the fixed scroll 31 so as to produce
an orbiting action.
[0018] The fixed scroll 31 includes a disc-shaped fixed
base 31a arranged coaxially with the rotation shaft 14
and a fixed spiral wall 31b extending from the fixed base
31a. The orbiting scroll 32 also includes a disc-shaped
orbiting base 32a, which is opposed to the fixed base
31a, and an orbiting spiral wall 32b extending from the
orbiting base 32a toward the fixed base 31a.
[0019] The fixed scroll 31 and the orbiting scroll 32 are
engaged with each other. Specifically, the fixed spiral
wall 31b and the orbiting spiral wall 32b are engaged with
each other so that a distal end surface of the fixed spiral
wall 31b is in contact with the orbiting base 32a and a
distal end surface of the orbiting spiral wall 32b is in con-
tact with the fixed base 31a. The fixed scroll 31 and the
orbiting scroll 32 define a plurality of compression cham-
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bers 33 that compress fluid.
[0020] Fig. 2 shows the fixed scroll 31 and the orbiting
scroll 32 when fluid is first trapped in the compression
chambers 33 by the fixed scroll 31 and the orbiting scroll
32. At this time, a first compression chamber 33a is
formed by the inner circumferential surface of the fixed
spiral wall 31b and the outer circumferential surface of
the orbiting spiral wall 32b, and a second compression
chamber 33b is formed by the outer circumferential sur-
face of the fixed spiral wall 31b and the inner circumfer-
ential surface of the orbiting spiral wall 32b. In other
words, the compression chambers 33 include the first
compression chamber 33a and the second compression
chamber 33b. The compression chambers 33 further in-
clude similar compression chambers located inward from
the first compression chamber 33a and the second com-
pression chamber 33b. Further, as shown in Fig. 6, the
orbiting action of the orbiting scroll 32 joins the first com-
pression chamber 33a and the second compression
chamber 33b and forms a central compression chamber
33c at the center of the fixed scroll 31. This simultane-
ously forms plural compression chambers 33 in the scroll
compressor 10.
[0021] As shown in Fig. 1, the shaft support 21 includes
an intake passage 34 through which fluid is drawn into
the compression chamber 33. The orbiting scroll 32 is
configured to orbit as the rotation shaft 14 rotates. Spe-
cifically, part of the rotation shaft 14 projects toward the
compression unit 15 through the insertion hole 23 of the
shaft support 21, and an eccentric shaft 35 projects from
an end surface of the rotation shaft 14 toward the com-
pression unit 15. The axis of the eccentric shaft 35 is
eccentric relative to an axis L of the rotation shaft 14. The
eccentric shaft 35 includes a bushing 36. The bushing
36 and the orbiting scroll 32 (i.e., orbiting base 32a) are
connected by a bearing 37.
[0022] While the scroll compressor 10 allows for the
orbiting action of the orbiting scroll 32, the scroll com-
pressor 10 includes a plurality of rotation restrictors 38
that restrict rotation of the orbiting scroll 32. When the
rotation shaft 14 rotates in a predetermined forward di-
rection, the orbiting scroll 32 orbits in the forward direc-
tion. The orbiting scroll 32 orbits in the forward direction
about the axis (i.e., axis L of rotation shaft 14) of the fixed
scroll 31. This reduces the volume of the compression
chamber 33 and compresses the fluid drawn into the
compression chamber 33 through the intake passage 34.
The compressed fluid is discharged out of a discharge
port 41 extending through the fixed base 31a and then
discharged out of the discharge outlet 11b. The fixed
base 31a includes a discharge valve 42 that covers the
discharge port 41. The fluid compressed in the compres-
sion chamber 33 forces open the discharge valve 42 and
is discharged out of the discharge port 41.
[0023] The electric motor 16 rotates the rotation shaft
14 and orbits the orbiting scroll 32. The electric motor 16
includes a rotor 51, which rotates integrally with the ro-
tation shaft 14, and a stator 52 surrounding the rotor 51.

The rotor 51 is connected to the rotation shaft 14. The
rotor 51 includes permanent magnets (not shown). The
stator 52 is fixed to the inner circumferential surface of
the housing 11 (i.e., first part 12). The stator 52 includes
a stator core 53, which opposes the cylindrical rotor 51
in the radial direction, and coils 54, which are wound
around the stator core 53.
[0024] The scroll compressor 10 includes an inverter
55, which is a driving circuit that drives the electric motor
16. The inverter 55 is accommodated in the housing 11,
specifically, in a cylindrical cover member 56 attached to
the end wall 12b of the first part 12. The inverter 55 is
electrically connected to the coils 54.
[0025] Figs. 2 to 6 show only the fixed spiral wall 31b
of the fixed scroll 31 and the orbiting spiral wall 32b of
the orbiting scroll 32. The fixed spiral wall 31b and the
orbiting spiral wall 32b each include a first end E located
at the central side of a spiral and a second end S located
at the outer side of the spiral. The fixed spiral wall 31b
and the orbiting spiral wall 32b each extend spirally from
the first end E to the second end S.
[0026] The first ends E of the fixed spiral wall 31b and
the orbiting spiral wall 32b each include an arc C as
shown by the single-dashed lines in Fig. 3. Further, the
outer circumferential surfaces of the fixed spiral wall 31b
and the orbiting spiral wall 32b each include an involute
curve extending from the second end S to one side of
the arc C in the first end E as shown by the solid lines in
Fig. 3. The inner circumferential surfaces of the fixed spi-
ral wall 31b and the orbiting spiral wall 32b each include
an involute curve and an arc. The involute curve extends
from the second end S to immediately before the first end
E. The arc extends from a terminating point F of the in-
volute curve to the other side of the arc C in the first end
E as shown by the double-dashed lines in Fig. 3. The arc
formed between the terminating point F of the involute
curve and the arc C in the first end E is referred to as the
arcuate portion R. The arcuate portion R is continuous
with the distal end (first ends E) of the fixed spiral wall
31b or the orbiting spiral wall 32b. The involute curve
switches to the arcuate portion R at the terminating point
F in the inner circumferential surface of each of the fixed
spiral wall 31b and the orbiting spiral wall 32b.
[0027] An involute curve is a planar curve of a path
taken by an end of a normal set on a base circle and
moved in constant contact with the base circle. An invo-
lute curve may also be referred to as an evolvent. In the
inner circumferential surface of each of the fixed spiral
wall 31b and the orbiting spiral wall 32b, the terminating
point F located immediately before the first end E corre-
sponds to the winding initiation point of the involute curve,
and the second end S corresponds to the winding termi-
nation point of the involute curve. In the outer circumfer-
ential surface of each of the fixed spiral wall 31b and the
orbiting spiral wall 32b, one side of the arc C in the first
end E corresponds to the winding initiation point of the
involute curve, and the second end S corresponds to the
winding termination end of the involute curve.
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[0028] The inner circumferential surfaces of the fixed
spiral wall 31b and the orbiting spiral wall 32b each in-
clude the arcuate portion R located immediately before
the first end E. This limits fluid leakage from the central
compression chamber 33c when the first end E of one
of the fixed spiral wall 31b and the orbiting spiral wall 32b
contacts the other spiral wall as shown in Fig. 2.
[0029] As shown in Fig. 2, the center of a base circle
(not shown) of the involute curve of the fixed spiral wall
31b is referred to as a fixed base circle center P1, and
the center of a base circle (not shown) of the involute
curve of the orbiting spiral wall 32b is referred to as an
orbiting base circle center P2. The fixed base circle center
P1 and the orbiting base circle center P2 lie along a
straight line referred to as a radial direction line M. The
radial direction line M is a straight line that extends in the
radial direction of the base circles.
[0030] As shown in Figs. 2 to 5, the fixed spiral wall
31b and the orbiting spiral wall 32b contact each other
at a plurality of formation points T. The number of the
formation points T differs based on the number of wind-
ings in the fixed spiral wall 31b and the orbiting spiral wall
32b. The formation points T include a formation point
where the outer circumferential surface of the orbiting
spiral wall 32b and the inner circumferential surface of
the fixed spiral wall 31b contact each other and a forma-
tion point where the inner circumferential surface of the
orbiting spiral wall 32b and the outer circumferential sur-
face of the fixed spiral wall 31b contact each other. As
the orbiting scroll 32 orbits, the formation points T move
along the fixed spiral wall 31b toward the first ends E,
and the first compression chamber 33a and the second
compression chamber 33b move toward the first ends E.
[0031] Fig. 4 shows the fixed spiral wall 31b and the
orbiting spiral wall 32b, each having about two and a half
windings. As shown in Fig. 4, one formation point T lo-
cated near the second end S of the fixed spiral wall 31b
moves along the fixed spiral wall 31b for about two and
a half windings to the first end E of the fixed spiral wall
31b. Another formation point T located near the second
end S of the orbiting spiral wall 32b moves along the
orbiting spiral wall 32b for about two and a half windings
to the first end E of the orbiting spiral wall 32b. The po-
sitions of the formation points T that move along the fixed
spiral wall 31b and the orbiting spiral wall 32b correspond
to the orbiting angle of the orbiting scroll 32. The maxi-
mum value of the orbiting angle is equal to an orbiting
termination angle. An orbiting angle when one formation
point T located near each second end S, that is, when
compression of the fluid trapped in the compression
chamber 33 initiates, is referred to as an orbiting initiation
angle.
[0032] As shown in Fig. 5, when the orbiting angle is
the orbiting termination angle, two formation points T
have reached the first ends E of the fixed spiral wall 31b
and the orbiting spiral wall 32b. Specifically, the two for-
mation points T are in conformance with each other.
When the formation points T reach the first ends E, the

volume of the central compression chamber 33c is zero,
and the compression of fluid in the central compression
chamber 33c is completed.
[0033] Referring to Fig. 4, the distance between a for-
mation point T and the radial direction line M is referred
to as a formation point distance K. Specifically, the for-
mation point distance K is the length of a normal extend-
ing from the formation point T to the radial direction line
M. When two formation points T are arranged near the
second ends S of the fixed spiral wall 31b and the orbiting
spiral wall 32b, the formation points T are separated from
the radial direction line M, and the formation point dis-
tance K is greater than zero.
[0034] Further, as shown in Fig. 6, even when the cen-
tral compression chamber 33c is formed, the formation
points T are separated from the radial direction line M,
and the formation point distance K is greater than zero.
Further, as shown in Fig. 5, when one formation point T
moves to the first ends E of the fixed spiral wall 31b and
the orbiting spiral wall 32b, that is, when the orbiting angle
reaches the orbiting termination angle, the formation
point T is located on the radial direction line M, and the
formation point distance K is zero. When the orbiting an-
gle is not the orbiting termination angle, the formation
point T is separated from the radial direction line M, and
the formation point distance K is greater than zero.
[0035] The graph of Fig. 7 shows the relationship of
the orbit angle and the formation point distance K. The
formation point distance K sharply increases (sharply
changes) before fluid compression is completed in the
central compression chamber 33c. This is because when
a formation point T where the first end E of the orbiting
spiral wall 32b contacts the inner circumferential surface
of the fixed spiral wall 31b and a formation point T where
the inner circumferential surface of the fixed spiral wall
31b contacts the first end E of the orbiting spiral wall 32b
each move from the portion of the involute curve to the
arcuate portion R, the positions where the formation
points T are located changes.
[0036] In the description hereafter, the orbiting angle
at the position where contact initiates between the first
end E and the arcuate portion R is referred to as a distal
end contact initiation angle. The distal end initiation angle
is the orbiting angle where the first end E of the orbiting
spiral wall 32b contacts the arcuate portion R defined by
the inner circumferential surface of the fixed spiral wall
31b before compression is completed in the central com-
pression chamber 33c. As shown in Fig. 3, the distal end
contact initiation angle is also where the position of a
formation point T switches from the involute curve to the
arcuate portion R at the terminating point F on the inner
circumferential surfaces of the fixed spiral wall 31b and
the orbiting spiral wall 32b. After the orbiting angle passes
by the distal end contact initiation angle, the formation
point T moves along the arcuate portion R. As a result,
the formation point distance K sharply increases and then
sharply decreases and becomes zero when compression
is completed. Between the orbiting initiation angle and
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the orbiting termination angle, the orbiting angle from the
distal end contact initiation angle to the orbiting termina-
tion angle will hereafter be referred to as the changing
range W of the orbiting angle. In the changing range W,
the formation point distance K changes in a manner that
is not smooth.
[0037] Further, as shown in Figs. 2 and 4 to 6, the fixed
spiral wall 31b and the orbiting spiral wall 32b each in-
clude a varying portion H having a wall thickness that
gradually varies. Each varying portion H is closer to the
second end S than the first end E and the arcuate portion
R. The varying portion H has a wall thickness that grad-
ually increases from the side corresponding to the sec-
ond end S toward the first end E and then gradually de-
creases to its original thickness toward the arcuate por-
tion R. Accordingly, when the formation point T passes
by the varying portion H, the formation point distance K
increase as compared to when the formation point dis-
tance K does not pass by the varying portion H.
[0038] The formation point distance K from the orbiting
initiation angle to the orbiting termination angle will now
be described.
[0039] As shown in the graph of Fig. 7, the formation
point distance K gradually and continuously decreases
without greatly changing from the orbiting initiation angle
(0°) at which fluid compression is initiated. Although not
shown in detail, the formation point distance K gradually
decreases because the fixed spiral wall 31b and the or-
biting spiral wall 32b become thinner as the second ends
S become closer.
[0040] In a range of the orbiting angle at which the for-
mation point T passes by the varying portion H, the for-
mation point distance K sharply changes as shown by
the solid lines or single-dashed lines in the graph of Fig.
7. For example, the formation point distance K increases
as the formation point T passes by the varying portion H
as shown in Figs. 2, 4, and 5.
[0041] Further, the varying portion H is shaped to in-
crease and decrease the formation point distance K in a
manner that is not gradual before the formation point dis-
tance K becomes zero, that is, before the point where
compression is completed.
[0042] The range in which the varying portion H can
be provided will now be described using the orbiting an-
gle. Orbiting angles obtained by subtracting integer mul-
tiples (n) of 360° from the distal end contact initiation
angle will each be referred to as a first orbiting angle.
Orbiting angles obtained by subtracting integer multiples
(n) of 360° from the orbiting termination angle will each
be referred to as the second orbiting angle. Here, n of
the subtracted integer multiple n is an integer that is the
same for the distal end contact initiation angle and the
orbiting termination angle. Further, n of the subtracted
integer multiple n is an integer that is smaller than or
equal to the number of windings of the fixed spiral wall
31b and the orbiting spiral wall 32b. The varying portion
H is set so that the formation point distance K reaches a
peak in at least one of the orbiting angles obtained by

subtracting integer multiples of 360° from an orbiting an-
gle in the changing range W.
[0043] In the present embodiment, the varying portion
H is set such that in a range from the orbiting initiation
angle to the orbiting termination angle, the formation
point distance K reaches a peak at one of the orbiting
angles (second orbiting angle) obtained by subtracting
an integer multiple of 360° from the orbiting termination
angle. More specifically, the formation point distance T
is set to be the maximum and reach a peak value at one
of the second orbiting angles. In this case, the formation
point distance K sharply increases in a manner that is
not gradual as the orbiting scroll 32 moves from the side
corresponding to the second end S to one of the second
orbiting angles obtained by subtracting the integer mul-
tiple of 360° from the orbiting termination angle. The for-
mation point distance K sharply decreases toward the
first end E after the peak value A at the second orbiting
angle obtained by subtracting the integer multiple of 360°
from the orbiting termination angle.
[0044] As shown by the single-dashed line in Fig. 7,
when setting the varying portion H between the orbiting
initiation angle and the orbiting termination angle so that
the formation point distance T reaches a peak at the or-
biting angle (first orbiting angle) obtained by subtracting
an integer multiple of 360° from the distal end contact
initiation angle, the formation point distance K increases
sharply in a manner that is not gradual from the side of
the first orbiting angle, which is obtained by subtracting
an integer multiple of 360° from the distal end contact
initiation angle, closer to the second end S. After reaching
the peak (peak value A) at the first orbiting angle obtained
by subtracting an integer multiple of 360° from the distal
end contact initiation angle, the formation point distance
K sharply decreases toward the first end E. The relation-
ship between the orbiting angle and the compressing
force will now be described. The graph of Fig. 8 shows
the relationship between the orbiting angle and the com-
pressing force in the graph of Fig. 7 from when the for-
mation point T starts to pass by the arcuate portion R
immediately before compression is completed and the
formation point distance K starts to sharply increase to
when the orbiting scroll 32 finishes one orbit. The com-
pressing force is a sum of the reaction forces generated
when fluid is compressed in the compression chambers
33. The compressing force increases as compression of
the fluid progresses.
[0045] Fig. 9 shows a fixed spiral wall 61 and an orbiting
spiral wall 62 in a comparative example. The fixed spiral
wall 61 and the orbiting spiral wall 62 do not include the
varying portion H. Thus, the wall thickness does not
sharply vary in the fixed spiral wall 61 and the orbiting
spiral wall 62. In the graph of Fig. 7, the double-dashed
line shows the relationship between the formation point
distance K and the orbiting angle in the comparative ex-
ample. In the graph of Fig. 8, the double-dashed line
shows the relationship between the compressing force
and the orbiting angle in the comparative example.
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[0046] As shown by the double-dashed line in the
graph of Fig. 7, the formation point distance K is not
sharply changed in the comparative example even at the
orbiting angle obtained by subtracting 360° from the point
where compression is completed (orbiting termination
angle). This causes the compressing force to sharply de-
crease just before compression is completed in the com-
parative example as shown by the double-dashed line in
Fig. 8.
[0047] As shown by the solid lines in the graph of Fig.
8, in the present embodiment in which the varying portion
H is set so that the formation point distance K becomes
the maximum and reaches the peak value A at a second
orbiting angle A, when the formation point distance K
starts to increase immediately before the compression
is completed, the compressing force gradually increases.
After the formation point distance K reaches a peak value
B, the compressing force decreases until the compres-
sion is completed. However, the amount of decrease in
the compressing force is small as compared with the
comparative example.
[0048] The decrease in the compression force is small
because of the formation of the varying portion H in the
predetermined range. As a result, as the orbiting scroll
32 orbits from the distal end contact initiation angle to
the orbiting termination angle, the compressing force of
the central compression chamber 33c is changed, and
the formation point distance K of the other compression
chambers 33 is sharply increased to a peak. At the same
time as when a change in the compressing force occurs
in the central compression chamber 33c, the compress-
ing force also changes in the other compression cham-
bers (first compression chamber 33a and second com-
pression chamber 33b). Thus, the compressing forces
cancel out each other to decrease changes in the com-
pressing force.
[0049] In the present embodiment, n is set to 1, and
the varying portion H is provided to correspond to the
orbiting angle obtained by subtracting 360° from the point
where the compression is completed in the changing
range W. Thus, when the formation point distance K be-
comes zero in the central compression chamber 33c im-
mediately before the compression is completed, the com-
pressing force simultaneously changes as the formation
point distance K sharply increases to the peak in other
compression chambers 33 (first compression chamber
33a and second compression chamber 33b). In other
words, when the compressing force changes in the cen-
tral compression chamber 33c, the compressing force
simultaneously changes in the other compression cham-
bers 33 (first compression chamber 33a and second
compression chamber 33b). This cancels out the com-
pressing forces and decrease changes in the compress-
ing force.As a result the compressing force changes in
the compression chambers 33 (first compression cham-
ber 33a and second compression chamber 33b) other
than the central compression chamber 33c before com-
pression is completed at 360°. This cancels out the

change in the compressing force so that the decrease in
the compressing force is smaller as compared with the
comparative example.
[0050] The above embodiment has the following ad-
vantages.

(1) The fixed spiral wall 31b and the orbiting spiral
wall 32b each include the varying portion H of which
the wall thickness gradually varies. Further, the var-
ying portion H is provided at an orbiting angle ob-
tained by subtracting 360° from an orbiting angle in
the changing range W, and the formation point dis-
tance K is sharply changed so that the formation
point distance K becomes the peak (reaches peak
value A) at that orbiting angle. Further, when the
compressing force changes in the central compres-
sion chamber 33c, the compressing force is simul-
taneously changed in the other compression cham-
bers 33 (first compression chamber 33a and second
compression chamber 33b). As a result, changes in
the compressing force cancel out each other imme-
diately before the compression is completed so that
the decrease in the compressing force is small. This
reduces sharp changes in the compressing force,
reduces vibration of the scroll compressor 10, and
reduces noise resulting from vibration.
(2) The formation point distance K is sharply
changed so that the formation point distance K be-
comes the peak (reaches peak value A) at an orbiting
angle obtained by subtracting 360° from an orbiting
angle at the point in time when compression is com-
pleted. When the compressing force changes in the
central compression chamber 33c, the compressing
force simultaneously changes in the other compres-
sion chambers 33 (first compression chamber 33a
and second compression chamber 33b). As a result,
immediately before compression is completed, the
compressing forces cancel out each other so that
the decrease in the compressing force is small. This
reduces sharp changes in the compressing force,
reduces vibration of the scroll compressor 10, and
reduces noise resulting from vibration.
(3) Based on the formation point distance K and the
change in compressing force when the formation
point T moves from the second end S to the first end
E, the formation point distance K is sharply changed
so that the formation point distance K becomes the
peak (formation point distance K reaches peak value
A) at the orbiting angle obtained by subtracting 360°
from an orbiting angle in the changing range. Con-
sequently, the decrease in the compressing force is
small when compression is completed, and sharp
changes in the compressing force are reduced. The
formation point distance K is adjusted by varying the
wall thickness of the fixed spiral wall 31b and the
orbiting spiral wall 32b to reduce sharp changes in
the compressing force without increasing the fixed
spiral wall 31b and the orbiting spiral wall 32b in size.
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Further, only the wall thickness of the fixed spiral
wall 31b and the orbiting spiral wall 32b need to be
adjusted. Thus, changes in the compressing force
are reduced without, for example, additional parts.
(4) The formation point distance K for the peak value
A resulting from a sharp change in the formation point
distance K at the varying portion H is the greatest
between the orbiting initiation angle and the orbiting
termination angle. Changes in the compressing
force are effectively reduced by adjusting the wall
thickness of the varying portion H to obtain such a
formation point distance K.

[0051] It should be apparent to those skilled in the art
that the present invention may be embodied in many oth-
er specific forms without technically contradicting each
other or departing from the scope of the appended claims.
Particularly, it should be understood that the present in-
vention may be embodied in the following forms.
[0052] The formation point distance K may become the
maximum at only a single location or at multiple locations
regardless of the number of windings the fixed spiral wall
31b and the orbiting spiral wall 32b. For example, in the
present embodiment, the location where the formation
point distance K becomes the maximum (e.g., location
where formation point distance K reaches peak value A)
may be determined by two orbiting angles obtained by
subtracting 360° 3 1(n=1) from when the compression
is completed and by subtracting 360° 3 2 (720°:n=2)
from when the compression is completed. Alternatively,
the location where the formation point distance K sharply
changes may be determined by only one orbiting angle
obtained by subtracting 720° from when the compression
is completed.
[0053] The number of locations where the formation
point distance K becomes the maximum may be changed
in accordance with the number of windings of the fixed
spiral wall 31b and the orbiting spiral wall 32b.
[0054] The peak value A of the sharply changed for-
mation point distance K may be smaller than the peak
value B that appears immediately before the compres-
sion is completed.
[0055] In the present embodiment, the contact position
where the compression chamber 33 is formed when the
fixed spiral wall 31b and the orbiting spiral wall 32b are
in contact with each other is referred to as the formation
point, and the distance between the formation point and
the radial direction line M is referred to as the formation
point distance K. However, the formation point and the
formation point distance K are not limited in such a man-
ner. As long as fluid does not leak through a gap, a prox-
imate position where the compression chamber 33 is
formed when the fixed spiral wall 31b and the orbiting
spiral wall 32b are in proximate to each other may be
referred to as the formation point, and the distance be-
tween the formation point and the radial direction line M
may be referred to as the formation point distance K.
[0056] The formation point distance K may gradually

change and have the peak value A.

Claims

1. A scroll compressor (10) comprising:

a fixed scroll (31) including a fixed base (31a)
and a fixed spiral wall (31b) extending from the
fixed base (31a); and
an orbiting scroll (32) including an orbiting base
(32a), which is opposed to the fixed base (31a),
and an orbiting spiral wall (32b), which extends
from the orbiting base (32a) toward the fixed
base (31a) and is engaged with the fixed spiral
wall (31b), wherein
the fixed scroll (31) and the orbiting scroll (32)
are configured to cooperate to form a compres-
sion chamber (33),
the scroll compressor (10) is configured to com-
press fluid in the compression chamber (33)
when the orbiting scroll (32) orbits,
the fixed spiral wall (31b) extends along an in-
volute curve,
the involute curve of the fixed spiral wall (31b)
has a base circle with a center referred to as a
fixed base circle center (P1),
the orbiting spiral wall (32b) extends along an
involute curve,
the involute curve of the orbiting spiral wall (32b)
has a base circle with a center referred to as an
orbiting base circle center (P2),
the fixed base circle center (P1) and the orbiting
base circle center (P2) lie along a straight line
referred to as a radial direction line (M),
the fixed spiral wall (31b) and the orbiting spiral
wall (32b) come into contact with each other at
a location referred to as a formation point (T),
the fixed spiral wall (31b) and the orbiting spiral
wall (32b) are configured to form the compres-
sion chamber (33) when in contact with each
other at the formation point (T),
the radial direction line (M) and the formation
point (T) are spaced apart by a distance referred
to as a formation point distance (K),
the fixed spiral wall (31b) has an inner circum-
ferential surface including an arcuate portion (R)
continuous with a distal end (E) of the fixed spiral
wall (31b),
an orbiting angle of the orbiting scroll (32) when
the compression chamber (33) is formed and
compression of fluid is initiated is referred to as
an orbiting initiation angle,
an orbiting angle of the orbiting scroll (32) when
the compression of the fluid is completed is re-
ferred to as an orbiting termination angle,
an orbiting angle of the orbiting scroll (32) when
an end (E) of the orbiting spiral wall (32b) initi-
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ates contact with the arcuate portion (R) of the
fixed spiral wall (31b) before compression is
completed is referred to as a distal end contact
initiation angle, and
in a range from the orbiting initiation angle to the
orbiting termination angle, the formation point
distance (K) is a peak in at least one of a plurality
of orbiting angles obtained by subtracting inte-
ger multiples of 360° from an orbiting angle in a
range from the distal end contact initiation angle
to the orbiting termination angle.

2. The scroll compressor according to claim 1, wherein
the formation point distance (K) is a peak in at least
one of orbiting angles obtained by subtracting integer
multiples of 360° from the orbiting termination angle.

3. The scroll compressor (10) according to claim 2,
wherein in the range from the orbiting initiation angle
to the orbiting termination angle, the formation point
distance (K) is a peak and maximum at one of orbiting
angles obtained by subtracting integer multiples of
360° from the orbiting termination angle.

Patentansprüche

1. Spiralverdichter (10), mit:

einer feststehenden Spirale (31), die eine fest-
stehende Basis (31a) und eine feststehende spi-
ralförmige Wand (31b) aufweist, die sich von der
feststehenden Basis (31a) erstreckt; und
einer umlaufenden Spirale (32), die eine umlau-
fende Basis (32a), welche der feststehenden
Basis (31a) gegenüberliegt, und eine umlaufen-
de spiralförmige Wand (32b) aufweist, welche
sich von der umlaufenden Basis (32a) zu der
feststehenden Basis (31a) hin erstreckt und mit
der feststehenden spiralförmigen Wand (31b) in
Eingriff ist, wobei
die feststehende Spirale (31) und die umlaufen-
de Spirale (32) konfiguriert sind, zusammenzu-
wirken, um eine Verdichtungskammer (33) aus-
zubilden,
der Spiralverdichter (10) konfiguriert ist, beim
Umlaufen der umlaufenden Spirale (32) in der
Verdichtungskammer (33) ein Fluid zu verdich-
ten,
die feststehende spiralförmige Wand (31b) sich
entlang einer Evolventenkurve erstreckt,
die Evolventenkurve der feststehenden spiral-
förmigen Wand (31b) einen Grundkreis mit einer
Mitte hat, die als eine feststehende Grundkreis-
mitte (P1) bezeichnet wird,
die umlaufende spiralförmige Wand (32b) sich
entlang einer Evolventenkurve erstreckt,
die Evolventenkurve der umlaufenden spiralför-

migen Wand (32b) einen Grundkreis mit einer
Mitte hat, die als eine umlaufende Grundkreis-
mitte (P2) bezeichnet wird,
die feststehende Grundkreismitte (P1) und die
umlaufende Grundkreismitte (P2) entlang einer
geraden Linie liegen, die als eine Radialrich-
tungslinie (M) bezeichnet wird,
die feststehende spiralförmige Wand (31b) und
die umlaufende spiralförmige Wand (32b) bei ei-
ner Stelle miteinander in Kontakt kommen, die
als ein Formationspunkt (T) bezeichnet wird,
die feststehende spiralförmige Wand (31b) und
die umlaufende spiralförmige Wand (32b) kon-
figuriert sind, die Verdichtungskammer (33) aus-
zubilden, wenn sie bei dem Formationspunkt (T)
miteinander in Kontakt sind,
die Radialrichtungslinie (M) und der Formations-
punkt (T) durch einen Abstand voneinander be-
abstandet sind, der als ein Formationspunktab-
stand (K) bezeichnet wird,
die feststehende spiralförmige Wand (31b) eine
Innenumfangsfläche hat, die einen bogenförmi-
gen Abschnitt (R) aufweist, der mit einem dista-
len Ende (E) der feststehenden spiralförmigen
Wand (31b) durchgängig ist,
ein Umlaufwinkel der umlaufenden Spirale (32),
wenn die Verdichtungskammer (33) ausgebildet
ist und eine Verdichtung von Fluid gestartet wird,
als ein Umlaufstartwinkel bezeichnet wird,
ein Umlaufwinkel der umlaufenden Spirale (32),
wenn die Verdichtung des Fluids beendet ist,
als ein Umlaufabschlusswinkel bezeichnet wird,
ein Umlaufwinkel der umlaufenden Spirale (32),
wenn ein Ende (E) der umlaufenden spiralför-
migen Wand (32b) einen Kontakt mit dem bo-
genförmigen Abschnitt (R) der feststehenden
spiralförmigen Wand (31b) startet, bevor die
Verdichtung beendet ist, als ein Distales-Ende-
Kontaktstartwinkel bezeichnet wird und
der Formationspunktabstand (K) in einem Be-
reich von dem Umlaufstartwinkel zu dem Um-
laufabschlusswinkel ein Höchstwert in mindes-
tens einem von einer Vielzahl von Umlaufwin-
keln ist, die erhalten werden, indem ganzzahlige
Vielfache von 360° von einem Umlaufwinkel in
einem Bereich von dem Distales-Ende-Kontakt-
startwinkel zu dem Umlaufabschlusswinkel ab-
gezogen werden.

2. Spiralverdichter nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Forma-
tionspunktabstand (K) ein Höchstwert in mindestens
einem von Umlaufwinkeln ist, die erhalten werden,
indem ganzzahlige Vielfache von 360° von dem Um-
laufabschlusswinkel abgezogen werden.

3. Spiralverdichter (10) nach Anspruch 2, wobei der
Formationspunktabstand (K) in dem Bereich von
dem Umlaufstartwinkel zu dem Umlaufabschluss-
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winkel ein Höchstwert und maximal bei einem von
Umlaufwinkeln ist, die erhalten werden, indem ganz-
zahlige Vielfache von 360° von dem Umlaufab-
schlusswinkel abgezogen werden.

Revendications

1. Compresseur à spirales (10) comprenant :

une spirale fixe (31) comprenant une base fixe
(31a) et une paroi de spirale fixe (31b) s’éten-
dant à partir de la base fixe (31a) ; et
une spirale orbitale (32) comprenant une base
orbitale (32a) qui est opposée à la base fixe
(31a), et une paroi de spirale orbitale (32b) qui
s’étend à partir de la base orbitale (32a) vers la
base fixe (31a) et est mise en prise avec la paroi
de spirale fixe (31b), dans lequel :

la spirale fixe (31) et la spirale orbitale (32)
sont configurées pour coopérer afin de for-
mer une chambre de compression (33),
le compresseur à spirales (10) est configuré
pour comprimer le fluide dans la chambre
de compression (33) lorsque la spirale or-
bitale (32) décrit une orbite,
la paroi de spirale fixe (31b) s’étend le long
d’une courbe de développante,
la courbe de développante de la paroi de
spirale fixe (31b) a un cercle de base avec
un centre désigné comme étant un centre
de cercle de base fixe (P1),
la paroi de spirale orbitale (32b) s’étend le
long d’une courbe de développante,
la courbe de développante de la paroi de
spirale orbitale (32b) a un cercle de base
avec un centre désigné comme étant un
centre de cercle de base orbitale (P2),
le centre de cercle de base fixe (P1) et le
centre de cercle de base orbitale (P2) se
trouvent le long d’une ligne droite désignée
comme étant une ligne de direction radiale
(M),
la paroi de spirale fixe (31b) et la paroi de
spirale orbitale (32b) viennent en contact
entre elles à un emplacement désigné com-
me étant un point de formation (T),
la paroi de spirale fixe (31b) et la paroi de
spirale orbitale (32b) sont configurées pour
former la chambre de compression (33)
lorsqu’elles sont en contact entre elles au
niveau du point de formation (T),
la ligne de direction radiale (M) et le point
de formation (T) sont espacés par une dis-
tance désignée comme étant une distance
de point de formation (K),
la paroi de spirale fixe (31b) a une surface

circonférentielle interne comprenant une
partie arquée (R) continue avec une extré-
mité distale (E) de la paroi de spirale fixe
(31b),
un angle orbital de la spirale orbitale (32)
lorsque la chambre de compression (33) est
formée et que la compression de fluide est
initiée, est désigné comme étant un angle
d’initiation orbital,
un angle orbital de la spirale orbitale (32)
lorsque la compression du fluide est termi-
née, est désigné comme étant un angle de
terminaison orbital,
un angle orbital de la spirale orbitale (32),
lorsqu’une extrémité (E) de la paroi de spi-
rale orbitale (32b) initie le contact avec la
partie arquée (R) de la paroi de spirale fixe
(31b) avant l’achèvement de la compres-
sion, est désigné comme étant un angle
d’initiation de contact d’extrémité distale, et
dans une plage allant de l’angle d’initiation
orbital à l’angle de terminaison orbital, la
distance de point de formation (K) est un
pic dans au moins l’un d’une pluralité d’an-
gles orbitaux obtenus en soustrayant des
multiples entiers de 360° d’un angle orbital
dans une plage allant de l’angle d’initiation
de contact d’extrémité distale à l’angle de
terminaison orbital.

2. Compresseur à spirales selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la distance de point de formation (K) est
un pic dans au moins l’un des angles orbitaux obte-
nus entre soustrayant des multiples entiers de 360°
de l’angle de terminaison orbital.

3. Compresseur à spirales (10) selon la revendication
2, dans lequel dans la plage allant de l’angle d’ini-
tiation orbital à l’angle de terminaison orbital, la dis-
tance de point de formation (K) est un pic et est maxi-
mum au niveau de l’un des angles orbitaux obtenus
en soustrayant des multiples entiers de 360° de l’an-
gle de terminaison orbital.
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